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The Exile of the Soul: Galut/Golus Mentality 
 
 

And my heart weeps for my unhappy people ... 
How burned, how blasted must our portion be, 
If seed like this is withered in its soil. ... 

 
        Hayim Nachman Bilaik 
 
Galut is when the earthly Jerusalem is split from the heavenly Jerusalem 
 
 
        Rav Shlomo Carlebach 
 
“Now, according to the announcement of the Rebbe, my father-in-law, leader of our 
generation, Moshiach of our generation, that all areas of our Divine service 
throughout Galus have been completed and perfected, we are standing ready to greet 
the righteous Moshiach. This means that all impediments and obstacles have been 
nullified. As such, not only is the actual bodily existence of Moshiach here, but also 
the revelation of Moshiach. Now, all one needs to do is 
actually greet and accept Moshiach!” 
 
 

Lubavitcher Rebbe: Shabbos Vayeira, 5752, ch. 14 
 
 
 
Galut and Geulah: 
 
Overused terms fraught with new meaning by latter day well meaning messianists,  
 
But for me; 
 
Galut means disconnection from tradition, family, texts and culture. 
It means above all alienation form my higher Self. 
Galut means disconnection from even the idea of Schechina 
The unconscious desire deep within. 
Modernity is the greatest impediment to redemption, agreed 
But to escape it is folly and delusional. 
 
Following the immediacy of prophecy and its demise 
The codification of rituals and rules…the “Halachah” 
Became the formal substitute and with it the Talmudic logical system supporting it 
The “Bavli” (Babylonian Talmudic mind)…… (so different from the Yerushalmi!) 
These strict behavioral codes protected and fenced around, 
Would now appease the divine wrath. 
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The gaonim sealed it for us 
The once open spirit now “codified” 
In the spirit of preservation and survival 
The preference for “certainty” in a wholly uncertain world. 
 
The original immediacy of experiencing the divine now lost 
The long exile/galut reflected in the strict codes of minhag and halachah 
Protecting the tribal affiliations and the communal strength 
Excommunicating heretics and valorizing scholars of the minutiae. 
Tolerating little dissent, even the customs were split between those authorized and 
sanctioned by halachic authorities (minhagim) 
As opposed to those that arose from the populace without approval (hanhaga). 
 
In galut, the physical displacement of a people 
The diaspora 
Affects the deeper spirit  
The outer cultural pain of persecution 
The torture and discrimination, pogroms and ritual accusations, 
All makes the lock down, hunker down approach to the inner cultural self definition 
Understandable,  
 
I am reminded of a parable, about pain that arises from without causing us to respond: 
 
 
Parable 
 
 
The Rogachover once asked a baal habos…. 
 
 
"when the horse is whipped by the driver 
does the horse run because of the whip?  
or does the whip mean run!” 
 
the baal habos…responded "Rebbe I am not a carriage driver!" 
 
the Rogachover then said “I am not asking you as a carriage driver I am asking you as a 
horse” 
 
 
Does the horse run because of the pain of the whip 
or does the cracking of the whip mean run…. 
 
The Rabbi explained…when Hashem sends a painful message does a person respond 
by running from the pain, 
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meaning an automatic response to the pain is getting caught up in the selfish response 
and running from the pain  
to avoid further pain only 
 
or  
 
does he think through the message of how to become a better person through the pain 
and the challenge? 
 
My take on this: 
 
when a man suffers does he respond to the suffering because of the pain i.e. the very 
pain, the physiological pain drives his response, like with an animal-type of immediate 
reflex response …a gut response from the pain itself or the generator of pain causing 
him to run away from the pain the whip as cause of pain which propels his running like 
an animal response; 
 
 or….. 
 
or does the pain itself mean “run” 
does the animal “interpret" the whip as “run"  
does the suffering move the person to respond albeit still an animal response but now? 
intellectually he runs because he “knows” that without running the pain will be there; 
even without the pain of the whip he must run, he “knows this” so he runs….a higher 
order 
response, less the pain itself physiologically, more a Pavlovian response...this 
knowing…this  
fully recognized implication, that if he heeds not to the sound of the whip the pain will 
ensue shortly. 
 
In both cases the interpretation is focused on the horse (the animal part of the body) not 
the rider (the soul).  
 
For me,  
 
The Rogachover’s response was critical… “I am asking you as a horse…" 
horse and rider…. body and soul…. “not as a carriage driver”…not as a soul with control 
over your animal instincts,  
 
are you driven by the pain…the bodily pain does it make you respond like the horse 
automatically? 
driven by pain and responding to the pain by running…into addictive behaviors that 
numb the pain…. 
Alcohol, rage, work, opiates, media…..even obsessive halachic observance, or the 
pursuit of Talmudic scholarship focusing only on the behavioral… 
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or does the whip mean “run”, have you attuned your body to respond prior to the pain, 
knowing the pain intimately, and run from the pain , 
knowingly, staying ahead of it, consciously, because of the knowing the prior 
experience. 
 
Did the Rogachover know his baal habos? know he was not a soul in control of his 
body… 
he was in effect merely a horse without a driver, automatically responding in life…to this 
and that…without forethought. 
 
So in that aspect of a horse, of a body out of control, was he running from the pain 
physiologically? or had he come to realize that the pain was the very cause of his 
running, had he come to the intellectual realization that all suffering was meant to propel 
him …. running toward rather than from…. just by the crack of the whip, the sound of it 
is sufficient.  
 
The body out of control seized by the forces beyond it, powerless over the pain running 
toward easy relief from the temporary pain.  
 
 
During the long night of exile, Galut, things change, our cultural heritage shifted from 
prophecy to Halachah, our self definition was as much determined by our oppressors be 
they Christian or Moslem, by their cultural view of the Jew, and our view of the reigning 
culture. The main thrust was for survival: culturally, socially and religiously. There was 
however a price to pay for this survival. The price was exacted culturally spiritually 
socially and most importantly, psychologically. The Nazi depiction of the Jew inherited 
from the cultural Christian-sanctioned caricatured images in literature sacred and 
secular, only reinforced the psychological typology. 
 
 How we internalized this cultural  
“Galut Mentality”1 
 
The rejection of the Diaspora, for some such as the Canaanites, part of the Zionist 
revisionist school, extended to the rejection of the close and intimate ties between the 
culture practiced by most self-identified Jews, and the reclaiming of Jewish culture as a 
"Hebrew culture" that would become agnostic to religious affiliation, rely upon the land 
																																																								

• 1	According	to	Schweid,	in	the	early	twentieth	century,	Yosef	Haim	Brenner	and	Micha	Josef	
Berdyczewski	advocated	an	extreme	form	of	the	concept.	In	his	literary	work,	Brenner	describes	Jews	in	
the	Pale	of	Settlement	as	poor,	mentally,	morally	and	spiritually	disfigured,	panicky,	humiliated,	
disoriented,	with	no	realistic	view	of	life,	depressed,	despised,	slovenly	of	dress,	lacking	taste,	unwilling	to	
defend	themselves	against	violence,	desperate,	and	feeling	at	the	same	time	inferior	and	part	of	a	Chosen	
People.	According	to	Schweid,	Brenner	thought	that	that	despair	was	good,	as	it	would	leave	Zionism	as	
their	only	option.			
E.	Schweid,	'Rejection	of	the	Diaspora	in	Zionist	Thought',	in	'Essential	Papers	on	Zionism',	ed.	By	Reinharz	
&	Shapira,	1996.	Wikipedia.	
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of Israel and its ancient cultures as a prime factor in self-identification as a Hebrew 
rather than as Jew, and even seek for assimilation of the Arab residents into the larger 
Hebrew culture. This extreme negation of both the Diaspora and Judaism would not 
become popular among even secular Zionists, but it would continue to resurface in 
nationalistic thought. 
 
On the other hand the messianist zeal of the Chabad movement has been well 
articulated by others2 who have likewise exposed its atomistic non-historical 
messianism as a possible antinomian expression towards galut, whereby now the 
Rebbe proclaimed “we have shined the buttons (of the honor guard awaiting the king) 
and all the birurim3 have been accomplished”. The original purpose of Halacha to refine 
the sparks caught in galut has been accomplished, we are merely treading water now. 
The galut has ended. 
 
Although it reveals a messianic zeal seen in the Hassidic world of Chabad, this zeal 
leaks also into Breslov (especially the “na nach” followers of Reb Yisroel Odessa). 
 
I see the nationalist Israeli right wing agenda of the “Settler movement” based on the 
ideology of Reb Zvi Yehudah Kook (my former Rosh Yeshiva of Merkaz Harav) as a 
land centered messianism based on attachment to the holy land rather than a 
charismatic Rebbe. 
 
What is common to both secular Hassidic and religious Zionist messianic movements is 
a rejection of Galut/Golus. All three movements speak of the “galut mentality” that 
needs the charismatic leader the Rebbe the Mashiach, or the land of Israel, or the 
secular socialist Zionist ideal as the responses and total negation of the long dark night 
of exile. For the non religious, the “geulah” being secular requires no further adherence 
to law and ritual. For the orthodox/ Hassidic the halachah persists. 
 
Using an archetypal approach to Galut means internalizing and re-appropriating the 
projected cultural images of exile. In the internal life of psyche, galut represents the 
disconnection from the higher Self, in Kabbalistic terminology the split between Malchut 
and Tiferet, the Schechina and Hakadosh Baruch Hu, holographically manifested both 
beyond (the intra-Divine split) as well as within the Self. 
 
A Galut mentality would suggest a perpetuation of the familiar moves that maintain this 
disconnection within the self, the divorcing of the conscious from the unconscious mind, 
and the splitting between is and ought. To the degree I am in galut/Mitzrayim/Egypt and 
fail to heed the call for Exodus/Geulah/surrender to the Higher Power/Moses as 

																																																								
2	See	Magid	S.,	“The	Divine/Human	Messiah	and	Religious	Deviance:	Rethinking	Chabad	Messianism,”	in	Rethinking	
the	Messianic	Idea	in	Judaism:	Historical,	Philosophical	and	Literary	Perspectives	(Bloomington:	Indiana	University	
Press,	2014),	316-354	and	http://www.beismoshiach.org/Moshiach/moshiach269.htm	from	the	Chabad	
perspective.	
3	a	technical	term	reflecting	the	collection	of	the	holy	sparks	in	galut,	that	needed	us	to	suffer	the	long	night	of	
exile	in	order	to	rescue	these	holy	sparks	from	the	so	called	dark	forces	of	the	“other	side”.	
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prophet, is the degree to which I lack the courage to make this move into the unknown. 
The degree to which I hanker after the familiar even though it enslaves me. 
 
To that extent the rules of conduct or halachah may even impede and run 
countercurrent to the desire of the soul for freedom from…and a desire to 
prophecy/spontaneity/creativity. 
 
Rav Abraham Isaac Hakohen Kook felt this tension acutely. His work on teshuva 
speaks to the brokenness of the world and the notion that at the unredeemed level all is 
broken. At some level all rituals and religious praxis is but man’s attempt to relate to the 
Infinite One. In mysticism and inner work, in Hassidut and other systems designed for 
inner transformation, the major theological trajectory seems to include the notion of 
incarnation or seeing the infinite paradoxically involved in the real material world. In 
hassidic terms the soveiv or transcendent light stands in tension with the light within, the 
memale the inherent spirit in the physical. Seeing this light, and making it visible in 
nature, society, and self, even the body, seems to be the spiritual/ Kabbalistic function 
of many of the rituals. This separate trajectory only filtered into halachic praxis of late 
following the revolution of the Ari z’l and the Baal Shem Tov. The biggest sin in 
kabbalah would be to literalize anything since the whole enterprise was the 
understanding the divine by its mirror image in man and the world. “From my flesh I will 
behold Him” is the verse from Job that encapsulates the very process of gnosis. Any 
literal view amounted to idolatry. 
 
Rather than literalize the move towards geulah by means of charismatic leader 
Lubavitch) secular Zionism or Greater Land Movement (Reb Zvi Yehuda Kook) I prefer 
the archetypal psychological approach of holding the tension between galut and geulah 
at all times, resisting the easy literalization into a movement or political solution to this 
psycho-historical drama. The two terms were seen as sequential from the sacred 
canonical viewpoint, however psychologically and archetypically the historical became a 
road map for the inner life of the mystic. Galut represented his own disconnection 
(during the week as opposed to Shabbat) that might alternate with geulah depending 
upon his worship as well as the auspicious times of the annual ritual cycle. (Seder night, 
Shavuot night and night of Shmini Azeret). These times would afford him a gift of 
accessibility to the light of the geulah. 
 
I believe archetypically that these spiritual motifs are a road map for holding the 
paradoxical poles of exile and redemption on the individual.  
  
The balance between following the halachic rules/ galut mentality and freedom/geulah 
should be felt, maintained and suffered though not resolved. It prevents the bloated self 
inflation that comes with certainty. Certainty of belief that comes though mere 
behaviorisms allows us off the hook too easily. The life of spirit is paradoxical and 
uncanny and certainty is its enemy, humility is its friend. In humility one faces the dark 
shadow of disbelief and struggles on the knife edge between faith and doubt. Any 
attempt to soften this with the certainty of precision halachic certainty only adds to the 
delusion.   
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In this space between galut and geulah I remain, refusing to perpetuate a hidebound 
orthodoxy that is defunct but also resisting the easy solutions of Chabad, Breslov, and 
nationalistic answers. 
 
In this space I too cannot determine and answer the Rogachover Gaon’s simple 
question: 
 
 
Does the horse run because of the pain of the whip? 
or does the cracking of the whip mean run…. 
 
Is the pain of exile due to the suffering of disconnection, the very idea of modernity, the 
ongoing alienation of man from nature society and god? 
 
Or 
 
Does the narrative myth, the very ideology that inhabits my consciousness, my very 
spiritual DNA produce this sense of suffering, constellate my sensation of reality? 
 
Is he asking whether the pain, the sensation of suffering in an alien world being driven 
by forces so much greater than me, that I respond to the very gut wrenching 
physiological pain which propels me to run from each attack instinctually, (my galut),  
 
 
or  
 
am I determined so deeply (prior to any pain of the whip) that the mere sound (the 
Torah, its texts and archives, tradition, Halacha and minhag, cultural valences of my 
upbringing) is sufficient to propel me to keep on running, form a genetically inspired well 
trodden path of survival. 
 
I feel both. 
I cannot answer the Rogachover Gaon 
I cannot get behind the head of the horse 
Inside its head 
 
But as reader of this tale, this anecdote,  
I feel both in the crack of the whip as well as the pain it inflicts. 
 
My cultural inheritance lies at the intersection of my father’s customs my galut DNA and 
the fully embedded nature of modernity. I struggle with the naïve but familiar narratives 
fed to my grandchildren from their teachers, and the need to awaken to the reality of 
historicity, mythology and archeology. These tools have all but killed the naïve notion of 
tradition, even the development of Halacha is now a recognized field of scientific inquiry. 
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I must dig deeper and see the mythological trends that speak to spirit, and resist the 
easy road of agnosticism and rejection. Salvaging the sacred text, (albeit in the key of G 
minor!) and continuing to perform the rituals of Halacha (albeit with a different motive- 
the need for mythical behavior to nourish the soul), are ways in which I can continue to 
participate in community yet not reject modernity. This is precisely the knife edge of 
galut and geulah as it archetypally manifests itself through my struggle.  
  
 
The shadow, the whip cracks across my back warning me that I remain in galut, that 
much work needs to be done in the individuation process, will I accept the sound of the 
whip as sufficient motive or do I need the actual pain to move me? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


